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Install
DownLoad the ZIP file and expand to a 'Temp' directory on the PC.
Run 'Setup.exe'.
Make sure MS VB runtime for PPC is already installed on the iPAQ.
Next, remove any  previous CcdPix program from the PPC
Connect the PPC to synchronize and auto install CcdPix

Port Set

Run the program. On the menuBar choose   'Select' and 'Com n' where n is the serial port number for the
PPC. The default is Com1, so no further action if this is correct. Note, that an incorrect port could give a
runtime error on say a first command such as 'Focus' and a soft reset may then be required.   For 'Com1' it
maybe required to disable automatic InfraRed receive as this will permanently grab 'Com1' at power
on.

Controls

menuView: Select screen background color. Default is green.

menuCamZ: Digital camera's will turn off after a period of inactivity to save batteries etc. This facility
sends a 'focus' command to reset the camera's timer. Various intervals for this command are programmable
upto about 15min. The default for this control is 'off' and may   not be required if the camera can wake-up on
a shutter Command or if the required LapseT intervals are shorter than camera timeout.

MenuFocus:   Allows the focus dwell time to be set to a pre-programmed value. The startup default time is 1
sec.

Focus: Useful aid to check camera response and setup a scene etc. Various dwell times are available and
programmable via menuFocus. Manual Focus is available during a LapseTime op, but will add to the dwell
time of the current interval. These dwell times are currently independent of any 'Shutter' operation.     

Shutter: A Manual Command, also available during a LapseTime operation. The default 'shutter press'  is 1
sec., but this can be increased by ticking the 'BuLb' checkbox and programming via the scroll bar.

BuLb: Has several uses, when  in the camera's normal shutter mode it can be used to allow for slow focus
or 'multi shot' and 'bracketing' modes. When the camera is also in bulb,  its shutter should be open for the
duration, upto a maximum of 15 minutes, programmable  via the associated scroll bar. Note that whether in
Manual or LapseT  the shutter open duration will be the scroll bar pre-programmed time.    
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LapseTime: Ensure all menu settings and interval time are correct before entering LapseT. Press 'LapseTime'
command bar once to start. Various checkbox functions plus ''Focus' and 'Shutter' are still active at this time. Press
LapseTime again to stop operation.
The total interval time is displayed as programmed by the scroll bar and counts down when LapseT  is in progress.   
The total number of shutter commands sent for the current LapseT period is displayed in a window above the shutter
button 'LapsPix'. Note, this is   only active during LapseT and also adds any manually activated shutters to the LapseT
period.

HardKeys: Various commands  have been mapped to these keys for easier access:

    o   o
               PPCbatt                          LapseTime

        o           o
   Focus                     Shutter       

IPAQbatt:  Shows charge left in ' % '
Updates the reading on most checkbox or menu commands.
Can also be updated by pressing the appropriate HardKey(see above).
For extended LapseT ops,  run the PPc from an external battery pack/DC source.

Sound:  Ticking this checkbox enables various operations such as 'Shutter' to generate a sound and Bulb
shutter  will sound at the beginning and end of the command.

First Shutter:  Enables a shutter op at the start of a LapseTime. (As soon as LapseT is pressed.) Thus
unTicked, first shutter is delayed by the set LapseT period.

Status Window:  Used to indicate the current operation or confirm a command menu selection.
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